Child and Family Mental Health
During COVID-19
Managing through COVID-19
A message from all of us at The CAP Centre…
The development and quick progression of coronavirus has led to a drastic and long-lasting
change in lifestyle for parents, children and families. We know how difficult it can be for
families during these uncertain times. People may be worried about their loved ones,
confused about the rules of physical distancing, adjusting to working and completing
schoolwork at home and experiencing increased conflicts with those they live with, in
addition to any pre-existing difficulties. At The Child and Adolescent Psychology (CAP)
Centre we can support you in sorting through the noise and determine how to simplify life
by focussing on what is most important. This newsletter includes a handful of short articles
to get you started. Remember, no one can focus on all areas at all times. If you find that
your child or adolescent is struggling to cope during this difficult time, or as a parent you
need some guidance, give us a call. We are here to help.

b

-Drs. Caryn Moulton, Daliah Chapnik, Kristin Thornback, Rachel Horton,
and The CAP Centre Team
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PURSUING MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES

Pursuing Mental Health Services for Your Child
During the COVID-19 Pandemic
If your child is experiencing higher levels of anxiety, low mood, behavioural,
social or emotional difficulties, mental health support is still available at The
CAP Centre. We are delivering online therapy through Personal Health
Information Protection Act (PHIPPA) compliant platforms, which ensures your
privacy and confidentiality.

Since the pandemic began, we have been supporting many of our clients
through our online therapy services. To foster a more positive experience,
we have found it helpful for parents to situate themselves/their children in
distraction free and private spaces with good audio and video connections.
Your clinician will use a variety of tools to keep you and your child engaged
during your session, with the goal of providing a safe and non-judgmental
space to learn new skills and strategies to manage any stress, anxiety, low
mood or behavioural issues.

While isolating, you and your child may not have the same opportunity to practice some of
the newly acquired skills, but your clinician will help you to apply and practice in new and
innovative ways. For example, we may help a client apply newly learned conflict resolution
skills by watching a sitcom together and discussing how the characters could use the
strategies to resolve their issues. For a client with social anxiety, we may ask them to invite
friends to a google hangout or a zoom group get together to practice some of their newly
taught social skills in this format. For some children, simply having an opportunity to talk
about their feelings or hearing a reframe of their thoughts will be enough to bring about
change in their attitude and behaviour. Support for parents and all that they are having to
deal with during this very stressful time can also be provided.

Please do not hesitate to contact our administrative assistant, Ms. Bianca
Uguccioni, if you have any questions or would like more information.
Contact Us:

www.thecapcentre.com
admin@thecapcentre.com
(905) 841-7886
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PARENTAL MENTAL HEALTH

Parental Mental Health and General Family Well-Being
Parents are being asked to fill a lot of roles at the moment. Many are trying to work from home,
others are worried because of lost income, still others have the responsibility of going out of the home
for work in a climate that likely feels unsafe. Add on the new homeschooling role and a family who is
missing friends and the freedom to come and go as they please, and many families are experiencing
difficulty. When it comes to general family well-being, we know from research that parents’ mental
health has a big impact. And yet, often, parents put themselves last. Just like in an airplane, when
they tell you to put your own oxygen mask on first, before assisting others, parents need to put their
own well-being first, because we can’t help our kids if we aren’t breathing ourselves.
So, how do parents who are being pulled in a million different directions look after themselves?
Here are some steps to start to figure out how to focus your attention on what needs it most.

Take Care of
Yourself First
Developing Self-Compassion:
Self-compassion is simply recognizing your own
suffering in the way you might recognize it in
someone else, and then allowing yourself to feel
compassion for yourself. Sounds simple, but it is
actually powerful stuff. Think about what is
particularly difficult about the current situation for
you and reflect on that. Try to respond to yourself
in the way you would to a friend with similar
feelings and challenges. You probably wouldn’t tell
a friend that they aren’t doing enough! You can
find more information on self-compassion, along
with some helpful exercises at: https://www.selfcompassion.org.

Most of us have had the experience of a weekend away,
or even a few hours away, after which we start to feel
refreshed and then immediately feel like we’ve entered the
lion’s den when we return home. That’s because everyone
else in the house is under stress as well. By helping others
in your family feel balanced, you will have an easier time
looking after your own well-being.

Make a Plan for Self-Care:

Compassion for Family Members:

Once you have
identified the areas that you are struggling with,
and have given yourself some self-compassion, it is
time to think about what you can do about it. It
may be that you let some standards slip for a while
because that is the easiest way through. Maybe
bathrooms can be cleaned less often, kids can eat
more junk, or you schedule time for you (e.g., zoom
call with friends, go for a run, take a long bath).

Take Care of the
Rest of Your Family

Once you’ve
started to express compassion towards yourself, try to
extend that to your children, spouse, and anyone else who
lives with you. It’s hard to learn through online classes,
and it’s hard to be away from friends. All the toys are
boring by this point and there is no specific end in sight.
Try putting yourself in your family members’ shoes and
expressing that you understand their difficulties.

Make a Plan to Address your Family’s Needs:
Help your family members make a plan for their own selfcare as well. Who needs more (distanced) social time?
Who needs more alone time? Who hasn’t been getting
exercise? Does anyone need to cut their workload down
in order to get by? Allow family members to cut
themselves some slack if needed.
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MANAGING ANXIETY AND LOW MOOD

Strategies for Managing Anxiety and Low Mood
The past few weeks have been filled with uncertainties, routine changes, and a lost sense of control.
It’s unsurprising that families are struggling with increased stress, anxiety, and sadness. Recognizing
these feelings is the first step, and feelings can be tricky! For example, an anxious adolescent may
isolate herself in her room, cry, act irritable, have angry outbursts, or withdraw. Recognizing these
red flags in ourselves and our family members can help us to stop, reset, and cope with intense
emotions. Accepting that some anxiety is normal right now is helpful. In addition, hopefully some of
these tips can help you and your loved ones manage stress during these difficult times.

Z Sleep and Mental Health
Z
Z
Many youth and parents are struggling with
sleep right now, and it makes sense! Increased
work and school demands, stress, changes in
routines, and screen time (especially in the
evenings) can all affect our sleep patterns. Not
to mention potentially fewer opportunities for
physical activity and sunshine. Try these tips
for getting sleep back on track, and protecting
your family members’ mental health:

1. Wake up and go to sleep at the same time
every night.

2. Get some sunshine first thing in the
morning, even if it’s just for a few
minutes.

3. Move your body. Stretch, dance, walk,

run. Try not to do intense physical
exercise in the 2-3 hours before bedtime.

4. Avoid caffeine at least 4-6 hours before
bed.

5. No naps (except for very young children,
who still routinely sleep during the day).

6. Avoid any screens (television, tablets,
phones) for at least 1 hour before
bedtime.

7. Create a comforting sleep ritual (this

works for parents too!), like some light
stretches, meditation, reading, or a bubble
bath.

8. Cover that clock! Checking your clock at
night can increase anxiety.

Mindfulness and the 5 Senses
Especially during times of uncertainty, it’s understandable to
get lost in “what if” thoughts and worries about the future.
Mindfulness means paying attention to the here and now. It
grounds us, reduces anxiety, and it can be done anywhere
and anytime. Some people enjoy more formal meditation
(check out the Headspace App if you’re interested), but
mindfulness can be done while brushing your teeth or talking
to a friend. It’s easier said than done! Therefore, it can be
helpful to use our 5 senses to help us focus on the present
moment. Here are some examples:

Touch:
Brush your hair, curl up with a cozy
blanket

Smell:
Put on a favourite lotion, smell flowers in
your garden

Taste:
Really pay attention to the taste of a
warm drink, a mint, or a favourite food

Sound:
Listen to music, nature sounds (birds
chirping, rain)

Sight:
Watch the trees/clouds, look at a photo
album, notice the colours in the sky
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MANAGING ANXIETY AND LOW MOOD

More Strategies for Managing Anxiety and Low Mood
Feeling Completely Overwhelmed?
When our bodies go into panic mode, it can be challenging (if
not impossible!) to think clearly or to problem-solve. In these
moments, parents and children may benefit from TIPP skills,
to help manage these emotions.

Temperature. Use ice packs or put a

cold cloth on your cheeks or forehead, to
calm down quickly.

Intense Exercise.

Run, do jumping jacks, or walk quickly
(even if it’s just for a short time)

Paced Breathing. Breathe deeply into

your belly. Breathe in for 4 seconds, and
out for 6 seconds.

Tackling Anxious Thoughts
Using CBT (Cognitive
Behavioural Therapy) and
Mindfulness Strategies
If you or your child are struggling with worried
thoughts, CBT strategies could be helpful.
Check out https://www.anxietycanada.com/,
which has great resources and videos for
adults, children and youth. They’ve also created
a helpful app (Mindshift) with many effective
coping tools.
If you’re looking for books, Dr. Dawn Huebner
has a great series for helping kids with anxiety,
sadness, anger regulation, and OCD (for
example, “What to do When You Worry Too
Much”). “The Stress Reduction Workbook for
Teens” by Gina Beigel is helpful for adolescents.

Progressive Muscle Relaxation.

Slowly tense and then release the muscles
of your body, starting at your feet and
moving to your head. The Mindshift App
has a great guided “tense and release”
audio track for youth.

In Crisis or Need Extra Support?
Call 911 or Visit the
Emergency Department...
If you’re concerned about your own
or a family member’s safety, please
don’t hesitate to call 9-11 or go to
your
nearest
emergency
department. Hospitals are taking
excellent safety precautions right
now, and health officials are urging
families not to avoid seeking care in
emergency situations.

Crisis Lines…
A crisis line may also be helpful.
You can live chat, text, or call
Kids
Help
Phone
24/7
(https://kidshelpphone.ca/,
1800-668-6868). For parents and
youth in the York Region, you can
also call 1-855-310-COPE (2673).

Psychology Services…
Sometimes families need extra support, and
therapy may be a helpful tool for helping
youth and parents during these challenging
times. At the CAP Centre, we’re here to help
via phone or video sessions, at flexible times
to meet your family’s needs.

The Canadian Psychological Association has
If not in a crisis, you can call 211 free services for front line service providers:
to be connected with other https://cpa.ca/coronapsychological services.
virus/psychservices/#Ontario
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HELPING KIDS GET ALONG

Helping Kids Get Along at Home During COVID-19
With families spending so much time living in close quarters, it’s natural for siblings to get on each
other’s nerves. Here are a few tips and strategies for helping kids to get along (and to save some
parent sanity in the process!):

1. Assign everyone their own space
If each child has their own room, these spaces can act as designated “cool down” zones. If children
share rooms, or if they tend to gravitate to the one big room in the house, creating separate tents for
younger children or separate hang out spaces for older children allows everyone to feel like they have
their own, private place to retreat to when needed.

2. Let kids work it out on their own (with a bit of help)
It’s normal for children to engage in some bickering throughout the day. Adele Farber and Elaine
Mazlish (authors of Siblings Without Rivalry) recommend that parents voice each child’s concern (e.g.,
“You both want to play with the iPad, but there is only one – this is a tough problem”) and then invite
the children to come up with solutions, perhaps helping kids to brainstorm a few ideas, before walking
away to let them sort it out.

This technique works on a few different levels:
1) Parents don’t take sides, which helps to discourage further sibling rivalry and resentment
2) Both children feel as though their concerns matter to parents
3) Children are taught how to problem-solve and to get along independently

3. If things get dangerous, physically or emotionally (e.g., hurtful names)
Intervene, give voice to the problem, and separate kids to let them cool down (e.g., “Wow! Things
are getting way too heated in here and someone is going to get hurt! Quick, everyone to their cool
down zone!”). Once everyone has calmed down, invite them to return to the situation and go back to
step 2.

If you are feeling overwhelmed with children fighting at home, remember that you are not alone and
that sibling conflict is bound to occur, especially these days. It may not seem like a silver lining now,
but the skills that children learn from resolving conflict with others ultimately build resilience,
cooperation, and leadership.
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ADAPTING SCHEDULES DURING COVID-19

Adapting Schedules During COVID-19
With all of the changes that have come with COVID-19, this has meant the loss of a regular
schedule or routine for many. Creating a schedule that has some consistency regarding the
timing of activities (e.g., rise and sleep times, meal times) can be helpful to establish a sense of
normalcy during this time where things are changing every day. Schedules can also help to keep
anxiety at bay, and for those experiencing attention difficulties. Even if the timing isn’t
necessarily the same for every activity each day, knowing the general activities that are
scheduled can be helpful! Of course, the schedule might not be followed to a T, as we’re only
human and things come up! It may resemble a process of creating a schedule, trying it out, and
adjusting as you go based on what does and does not work.
When thinking about creating a schedule, here are some

keep in mind!

helpful hints and things to

Things to Consider…
The schedule can be created as a family, with children being able
to voice activities that they would like to be included in, alongside
parents, including things that are of importance from day-to-day.
It will be helpful to consider your children’s abilities and attention
span while planning activities, and to ensure that realistic
expectations are set. For example, a child whose attention span
typically lasts around 30-minutes may struggle with focusing on
school work for a full hour without taking a break.
Try to schedule some variety in the types of activities, ranging
from schoolwork and chores, to meals and physical activity, to free
time and time spent socializing (virtually) with friends and family.
Creating a visual schedule that is posted somewhere in your home
(e.g., on the fridge) that all members of the family can view
throughout the day might be helpful for remembering what is
upcoming each day. The schedule can be more interactive for
children, by including check boxes or having children place stickers
beside each task once it is complete, for example.
Remember, there is no “right” schedule! The optimal schedule will
look different from family to family, and can be as structured or
as loose as you feel is appropriate. Additionally, while schedules
provide a helpful structure for the day, they might not always go
according to plan, and that’s okay too!
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PHYSICAL ACTIVE WHILE PHYSICAL DISTANCING

Maintaining Physical Activity During a Period of
Physical Distancing
For many of us, physical activity – from recreational activities (e.g., walking, sports) to
non-exercise-related activities (e.g., house cleaning, carrying heavy grocery bags) – is one of
many routines that has changed drastically during the COVID-19 pandemic. Whether these
alterations are the product of taking safety precautions for our families, or just the result of
not having the time due to increased household responsibilities, this shift in a health and
wellness routine can be difficult.

That said, we also know that, during a time when most of us are restricted in our movements,
regular physical activity is extra important for mental and physical health. We have included a number
of COVID-19-related physical activity online resources below. These resources include activities, and
information to help families with questions and concerns surrounding safety, type, and frequency of
physical activity for children and adults:

The World Health Organization

has a question and answer page here,
including answers to questions about physical activity guidelines for different age
groups, how to keep safe while being active, and how to stay active around the
house.

VicHealth

has a great page that explores the health benefits, different ways to
exercise at home, and includes safety tips, here.

Active Healthy Kids Global Online provides parents with guidance on healthy
movement behaviours for kids during the COVID-19 pandemic, including
recommendations and infographics, here.

Action for Healthy Kids has a great resource list of Physical Activity, Nutrition,
Mindfulness and Play oriented links for you and your children to explore, here.
Check out The American College of Sports Medicine informative article
that considers the relationship between exercise, immunity and the pandemic,
here, and their informative resource page on staying physically active, here.

Before carrying out any of these activities, please make sure that you are
following pandemic-related, physical distancing health and safety regulations.
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LIMITING HOMEWORK STRESS

Limiting Homework Stress
Supervising homework can be difficult during the best of times, but in combination with the
increased tensions of living in close quarters, parents are finding that supervising extended
periods of school-work at this time is especially stressful. For all children, but particularly for
children with Learning Disabilities or ADHD, sitting and working for a few hours a day can be
especially arduous. We are hearing from families who are struggling to maintain family harmony
and peace of mind while ensuring that their children get their work done.
We would like to remind you that while teachers have a responsibility to deliver the curriculum
at a distance – and are facing their own challenges in developing assignments that can be
delivered remotely – they also have a responsibility to adhere to your child’s Individual Education
Plan (IEP). If your child is finding the nature of the work or the quantity required to be taxing,
remember that they may need accommodations in order to complete it, or that you / they may
want to ask for a reduction in the amount of work required. Asking the teacher for alternate
assignments would be appropriate; for example, doing an oral presentation by video or a
PowerPoint slide show may be more suitable for your child than writing a passage. Scribing for
them or encouraging their use of dictation programs such as Siri may be necessary.
While of course it is important to support your child’s academic development, mental health and
peace of mind (yours as well as your children’s!) should not need to be sacrificed. This is an
opportunity to observe your child’s difficulties and to help them advocate for their learning
needs. Being in touch with the teacher to give them feedback on how much stress your child is
having is important, as it may not be apparent that the assignment is too lengthy or complex.
For older children and adolescents, encouraging them to speak to the teacher directly to
negotiate the parameters of assignments is a good opportunity to model and support selfadvocacy.

A few things to consider when expecting your child to complete a period of work at home:
While it might be convenient to have your children work together in one place at the
same time, it may cause undue stress for a child who is struggling and may increase
sibling rivalry and conflict. Consider finding a place for each child to work separately
and even stagger work periods so that you can give each of them attention separately.
This may allow siblings much needed time away from each other.
Find a place for your child to work that is as quiet as possible and away from
distractions.
Chunk assignments into reasonable steps and offer rewards or movement breaks for
each completed task.
And try to put this in perspective: Let’s face it, a lot of the work assigned is busy work and it’s
not going to set your child back if they don’t complete it. The teacher knows that getting it done
may be a challenge and will be understanding if you communicate and negotiate with them.
We’re all trying to figure this out as we go and doing the best we can!!
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A FEW EXTRAS

A Few Extras…
Creating Psychological Space in
Cramped Quarters

Decide on a time each day for quiet independent activities. Loosen up

restrictions on screen time to allow for kids to do things they enjoy at this time. For younger
children, set a timer so they know how long they have to do independent tasks. Parents take this time for yourselves! Don’t do housework or other chores. Make sure you’re also
resting and refreshing.

Spend time planning recreational activities with each child that they can do
independently and have a go-to list when they complain of being bored. (Measure out
ingredients ahead of time to make cookies, assemble art supplies in a box, download some
audio books or movies, put together a list of chores including garden work).

Consider trading games, puzzles, art supplies and activities with other
families to mix things up a bit.
Encourage each child to mark out their own space in an area outside their
bedrooms. For example, if space allows, let them each create a fort or tent area that they
can call their own.

Assign everyone places to sit in common areas to reduce arguing about who sits
where. If necessary (if there is a favourite place) rotate through spots.

30-Day Wellness
Challenge
During this period of physical distancing, it can be helpful take some time each day to try
something that is good for our mental health and wellbeing! The brief activities included

below can be used by children, adolescents, and their families in and around their homes using
everyday materials. Try a new activity each day, or as often as you’d like. Each activity is
designed to promote relaxation, connection, a positive mindset, a sense of accomplishment- or
just for fun J- all of which are important for maintaining positive mental health.
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30-DAY WELLNESS CHALLENGE

Try a new type of exercise
(e.g. Zumba, aerobics).
Find a video to follow on
YouTube, and give
something different a try.

Get started on your spring
cleaning. Go through your
room and find 5 things you
no longer use that can be
donated, recycled, or
thrown away.

Create a Calming Corner at
home. Gather some items
to help you feel calm and
relaxed (i.e. puzzles,
colouring sheets, Lego,
journal, fidget toy,
favourite stuffed animal).
Keep these items in a spot
where you can go for some
space and quiet time.

Try a progressive muscle
relaxation exercise. A
sample script can be found
at: anxietycanada.com
/articles/ how-to-doprogressive-musclerelaxation.

Go for a mindful walk.
Walk quietly (without
talking or listening to
music!), paying attention
to your senses. What do
you see? Hear? Smell?
Feel?

Cross something off your
to-do list using the “15minute rule.” Give a
bedroom a quick tidy, or
tackle an item on your “todo” list (i.e. organize the
shoes by the door, clean
up your email inbox, clean
out the junk drawer).

Perform a Random Act of
Kindness at home or in the
community. Complete a
chore without being asked,
treat someone to breakfast
in bed, or do a surprise
favour. Drive by a friend’s
house to wave hello, or
drop off a care package.

Try a mindful eating
exercise. Make a snack
with lots of variety (i.e.
sweet, salty, crunchy,
chewy). Eat it blindfolded
or in “slow motion,”
focusing on the different
tastes and textures.

Go on a scavenger hunt
looking for the signs of
spring. Create a list (i.e.
green grass/leaves,
budding flowers, bugs,
birds chirping). Check
things off as you go, or
take pictures of what you
find.

Send a kind message.
Write a letter or a card for
a friend or family member.
Reach out to someone you
haven’t spoken to in a
while. Write a thank you
note for a front-line
worker.

Focus on your breathing.
Take 3 slow, deep breaths
into your belly. Breathe in
for 3 seconds, hold for 3
seconds, and exhale for 3
seconds. Notice how your
body feels.

Take a trip down memory
lane. Look at
pictures/videos, draw a
picture, or write a story
about a happy memory.
Share the memories
together with family or
friends.

Have a special meal. Try a
new recipe, give each
family member a turn at
choosing a meal, or change
up the routine (i.e.
breakfast for dinner, eat
with silly utensils).

Draw a selfie. Trace your
body outline on paper or
using sidewalk chalk, or
draw a self-portrait. Label
your “selfie” with 5 things
you like about yourself.

Create a COVID- 19 Time
Capsule. Write down or
draw what you have been
doing, special events and
memories. Take pictures
or interview friends and
family members. A free
template is available at:
letsembark.ca/timecapsule.

Treat yourself. Create an
at-home spa for pedicures,
hand massages or to try
out a new hairstyle or
makeup look. Bring the
coffee shop home with a
new drink, with a sweet
treat on the side.

Take a Google Maps-Street
view holiday. Look around
somewhere new and
exciting you’ve always
wanted to see, or learn
more about.

Build a fort. Use blankets
and pillows to create a
cozy space for watching a
movie, eating a snack,
playing a game, or reading.
Build a large fort for time
together, or a smaller fort
for some quiet time and
personal space.

Create a Gratitude Chain.
Write down something you
are grateful for on a strip
of construction paper.
Invite others to do the
same, or write on a new
strip each day. Loop the
strips together, hang it up,
and watch it grow.

Create an “At-Home
Arena.” Play a game of
indoor bowling using
empty water bottles or
laundry basket-ball. Build
an obstacle course using
items around the
house/yard, or draw one
using sidewalk chalk.

Play “Optimistic I-Spy.”
While reading a book,
taking a walk, or going for
a drive, point out things
that make you happy:
favourite colours, happy
memories, things to look
forward to, etc.

Dress up for the day, for an
evening, or for a meal.
Bring out a favourite
costume, dress according
to a theme (i.e. crazy hats),
or put on a favourite outfit
that makes you feel your
best.

Try a grounding exercise.
Stop what you are doing,
and focus on: 5 things you
can see, 4 things you can
hear, 3 things you can feel,
2 things you can smell, 1
thing you can taste. Try it
in different places around
the house to see what you
notice.

Take some time to stretch
or try some yoga. Look on
YouTube for free video
options to follow.

Exercise your green
thumb. Weed your garden
or plant a seed and track
its growth. Water indoor
plants, or craft your own
garden.

Have a game night. Play an
online game with friends,
or plan a family game
night. Take turns playing
each person’s favourite
game, or learn a new game
together.

Take a mental vacation.
Find a quiet place and get
comfortable. Take some
deep breaths, and visualize
a calming place (i.e. the
beach, beneath a tree, a
favourite vacation spot).
After a few minutes, slowly
bring your attention back.

Have a dance party. Create
a playlist of favourite, feel
good songs. Invite friends
and family members to
contribute. Take a quick
movement break when
you need it, or create a
new routine.

Pay attention to the
positives. Try to notice one
good thing- big or smallthat happens every day
(i.e. sun shining, 15-minute
sleep in, cuddling a pet).
Write or draw in a journal,
or share as a family.

Decorate your room,
windows, or sidewalk with
positive messages that
help you feel better. Write
messages on Post-Its,
decorate a poster, or write
them in sidewalk chalk.

We hope that you and your families are keeping well
and getting through this time together. If you find
that your child or adolescent is struggling to cope
during this difficult time,YOUor that as a parent you
need some guidance to focus on what is most
important, please don’t hesitate to reach out. We
are here to help.
Contact Us:
www.thecapcentre.com
admin@thecapcentre.com
(905) 841-7886
f

The CAP Centre team came together to assemble the content of this newsletter. Design and editing
were completed by Alanna Singer and Benjamin Diplock.

